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ABSTRACT: We study the swelling behavior of finlike
polymer line gratings supported on a rigid substrate and
show that the edge-supported polymer laminae undergo a
rippling instability with a well-defined ripple wavelength λ
transverse to the plane of the solid supporting substrate and a
ripple amplitude that monotonically decreases from its
maximum at the free-edge. These ripple patterns develop
due to inhomogeneous compressive strains that arise from the
geometric constraints that progressively suppress swelling near
the supporting substrate where the laminae are clamped. By experimentally examining the influence of swelling strain and pattern
geometry on the observed rippling instability, we find that the ripple wavelength λ scales with line width w for sufficiently long
gratings, which is consistent with a simple theory. These trends were validated for polymer nanoline test patterns having w
between (50 to 250) nm and a height-to-width aspect-ratio in the range 0.5 to 5. Our results suggest that line geometry, rather
than material properties, governs the onset of rippling and suggest simple rules for their control.
KEYWORDS: Rippling, polymer, line gratings, hydrogels, nanostructures
The wrinkling of thin sheets can be induced by a variety of
causes: boundary forces, differential growth or shrinkage of one
part of the sheet relative to another, or deformation of the sheet
relative to a substrate that supports it.1 In recent years, there
has been an explosion of technical activity aimed at exploiting
this type of buckling instability for nanofabrication, thin film
metrology, and for tuning the elastic properties of thin films,2−6
as well as in understanding its variegated appearance in
problems of biological morphogenesis.7−10 A particular instance
of this mechanical instability arises from the constrained growth
of the edge of a long leaf or the plastic deformation induced by
stretching on the torn edge of plastic sheets.9,10 In these cases,
the undulations at the free edge of the surface are constrained
by a condition that far from the sheet there is no growth or
deformation. Patterns with a similar geometry and conforming
broadly to these physical conditions are also found frequently
in micro- or nanoscale polymer features fabricated using
photolithography, electron-beam lithography, or nanoimprint
lithography.11−15 Here we use a minimal setting to explore
these patterns in nanoscale systems using a combination of
experimental observations and simple theoretical ideas and
show that the patterns follow the same general mechanical
principles recently unraveled in macroscopic systems. An
immediate consequence is the ability to control or suppress
these instabilities for practical use.
We use direct-write electron-beam (e-beam) lithography for
the precision control of the geometry, degree of cross-linking,
© 2012 American Chemical Society

swelling, and elastic properties of polymer nanostructures,
focusing here on the creation of nanolines with widths in the
range of (50 to 250) nm. The lines patterned using e-beam
lithography remain irreversibly grafted to the silicon substrate
due to the excess generation of secondary electrons in the
vicinity of the substrate (see Figure 1a,b for method
illustration); that is, the e-beam crosslinks the exposed regions
of polymer through the entire depth. This allows us to
understand the onset of the mechanical instability observed in
response to deformation by swelling or some other means. We
chose swelling to induce deformation in polymer line gratings
since selective dissolution of photosensitive polymers is a key
step in semiconductor fabrication and was shown to strongly
influence line-edge roughness.16−18 Specifically, we use poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm), a widely studied hydrogel
that can be cross-linked using focused electron-beam in its dry
state to study a mechanical stability in response to swelling in
water.19−22 By simply changing the e-beam exposure time, the
absorbed dose, and the extent of cross-linking, we can control
the swelling response of PNIPAm.
When immersed in water, the cross-linked PNIPAm
nanolines undergo significant swelling. However, irreversible
grafting prevents swelling at the substrate interface (supported
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We consider a long polymer lamina of length l, width w, and
height h (w ≪ h < l) attached along the long edge to a rigid
substrate. In response to a differential swelling strain β that
varies along its height, the supported lamina can buckle into a
set of periodic ripples of wavelength λ, amplitude δ, and
dimensionless wavenumber k = 2πw/λ. This will happen only
when the purely compressive mode of the lamina is
energetically more expensive than the rippled mode; the
transition occurs when the bending and compression energies
are of the same order. Matching the bending energy per unit
area Ew3δ2k4 with the dimensionless stretching energy per unit
area Ewβ*2 then yields a critical swelling strain β* ∼ δwk2.
Since approximate inextensibility of deformed laminae implies
that the swelling strain, β* ∼ δ2k2, we finally find that the
critical strain β* ∼ w2k2 and vanishes as the line width vanishes.
The finite height of the lamina precludes the wavelength from
becoming too large, so that k ≤ 1/h and β* ∼ w2/h2. Below this
critical strain β*, the swelling strain is accommodated within
the lateral dimensions of lamina without rippling while above it
the wavelength of the ripples λ ∼ hβ*−1/2. When the lamina
height is much taller than its width, that is, w ≪ h, there is only
one length in the problem and in this limit, the characteristic
wavelength of the instability scales with the width of the lamina.
In the other limit, when h ≪ w the assumption of a thin plate
breaks down and the proposed scaling laws are no longer valid.
Experimental Observations. To understand if these
scaling laws allow us to explain the observed experimental
results on edge rippling of supported polymer laminae, we
consider a supported polymer line of contour length, l, width w,
and height, h, in a swollen (rippled) state. The corresponding
dimensions in an unswollen state are denoted with a subscript
0. The thickness-dependent swelling strain results in an end-toend contour length at the top surface of a swollen line different
from that in the dry state (l0). To study the effect of pattern
geometry and swelling response, a series of isolated straight
lines with systematically varying w0 in the range of (50 to 250)
nm and l0 in the range of 100 nm to 15 μm were nanofabricated
in thin PNIPAm films of systematically varying thickness h0 in
the range of (30 to 180) nm. The swelling response of
PNIPAm nanolines was tuned by systematically varying the
exposure dose during e-beam lithography in the range (250 to
1500) μC/cm2. All patterns were fabricated in triplicate to
ensure reproducibility of results. The parameters l, wavelength
λ, and amplitude δ of ripples are measured directly from realspace atomic force microscopy images of swollen PNIPAm
nanolines. The contour length, ripple wavelength, and ripple
amplitude of swollen lines are computed using ImageJ image
analysis software available from National Institute of Health.26
The PNIPAm nanolines can be preserved in a swollen state
by flash drying with nitrogen. Figure 2a shows a representative
top-view scanning electron micrograph of 250 nm wide
PNIPAm lines fully swollen in water at 10 °C and imaged in
a dry state. The line width in the swollen state was measured
using transmission electron microscopy to be on the order of
650 nm, which is more than twice the designed line width (250
nm) in dry state. PNIPAm is also known to undergo as much as
a 10-fold decrease in volume in response to a change in
ambient temperature to above (32 to 35) °C.27−32 Figure 2b
shows the top-view scanning electron micrograph of PNIPAm
nanolines from Figure 2a after immersion in water at 40 °C and
imaged in a dry state. The deswelling of PNIPAm chains at 40
°C is sufficient to recover the originally designed line width.22
Some residual rippling seems to persist in the patterns shown in

Figure 1. Process steps involved in the fabrication of PNIPAm
nanolines using electron-beam lithography include (a) spin-coating a
film of desired thickness from aqueous PNIPAm solution, and (b)
selective irradiation of the polymer thin film to electron-beam to
induce cross-linking in a dry state and removal of unexposed regions
by dissolving them in water at 10 °C. (c) The side-view of nanolines
after immersion in water, which causes them to undergo substantial
swelling at 10 °C while they remain highly grafted without swelling
near the substrate. (d) When the swelling strain at the free-edge of
nanolines exceeds a critical strain edge rippling ensues with a ripple
wavelength λ and maximum in ripple amplitude δ at the free-edge of
the nanolines away from the supporting substrate.

edge) and introduces a gradient in swelling through the line
height, which translates into longitudinal compression along the
free-edge of the lamina (Figure 1c). The longitudinal
compression in turn leads to rippling of the patterned PNIPAm
nanolines (Figure 1d) whose amplitude decreases monotonically away from the free-edge. While various theoretical
frameworks have been put forth to explain these instabilities,23−25 a clear understanding of the design rules necessary to
control this type of rippling instability in patterned polymer
nanostructures does not exist.
Scaling Theory. To understand the dependence of
characteristic length scales of the rippling instability on material
and geometric properties of nanolines, we follow a recent
framework that characterizes these rippling instabilities in leaves
and other growing laminae.10 The difference between a
polymer nanoline supported by the substrate at one edge and
the edge of a long leaf is primarily one of absolute scale.
However, the relative scales, that is, the height-to-width and
width-to-length aspect ratios are similar in both systems as is
the driving mechanism. Whereas the rippling of a leaf edge is
driven by the excess growth of the edge, the rippling of a
polymer nanoline is driven by the substrate-induced constraint
that prevents isotropic swelling. Thus, rippling at the free-edge
of a supported polymer lamina and the edge of a long leaf are
both driven by the residual nonuniform strain, which allows us
to use the same mechanisms to describe the observed instability
of polymer nanolines.
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at an exposure dose of 500 μC/cm2 and imaged in dry state
after flash drying. One finds that the rippling instability is
remarkably similar in all lines except in cases where it is
completely suppressed (length ≤1 μm).
In Figure 3, we show the phase space for the response of
PNIPAm nanolines as a function of height-to-width (h/w)

Figure 3. E-beam exposure dose and (h/w) phase space for
mechanical stability of swollen PNIPAm nanolines with 75, 100, and
250 nm width patterned at systematically varying exposure dose in the
range (100 to 1300) μC/cm2 in thin films of thickness ranging
between 30 and 180 nm. Dotted line is drawn as a guide to the eye.
Markers filled in blue represent rippled nanolines while the same
markers filled in red represent stable nanolines.

aspect-ratio and e-beam exposure dose for 75, 100, and 250 nm
designed line width and 30, 50, 75, 110, and 170 nm height
measured in the dry state nanofabricated at systematically
varying exposure dose in the range of (100 to 1300) μC/cm2.
The dotted line differentiates the region in which the PNIPAm
nanolines are stable against rippling from the region in which
the instability is prominent. One finds that (i) the features with
low (h/w) aspect-ratio are stable against rippling at all exposure
doses, (ii) features with modest (h/w) aspect-ratio are
susceptible to rippling but only when the exposure dose
exceeds that corresponding to a critical swelling strain, and (iii)
at high values of (h/w) the lines are unstable at all exposure
doses studied. Clearly, the rippling instability is dependent on
the swelling behavior, which is governed by cross-link density
and temperature, as well as the geometry of PNIPAm
nanolines. Validating the experimentally observed dependence
of parameters such as the wavelength and amplitude of ripples
on the properties of the nanolines is necessary to reduce the
parametric space and control this phenomenon.
We quantify the change in ripple wavelength and ripple
amplitude as a function of the swelling strain for PNIPAm
nanolines where, w0 = (250, 100, 75, 50 nm), h0 = (30 to 180)
nm, l0 = (5, 7.5, 10, 15 μm) and patterned using exposure doses
in the range, (200 to 750) μC/cm2. Together, these set of
PNIPAm nanolines correspond to h/w aspect-ratios in the
range, (0.5 to 3.5), that is, they cannot always be treated as thin
plates, the only limit where our scaling theory applies.
Nevertheless, we will see that our theory gives reasonable
estimates.
Rippling is suppressed in PNIPAm nanolines of this
geometry above 1000 and 750 μC/cm2 corresponds to the
lowest swelling strain required to trigger the instability. In
Figure 4a, we plot the scaled ripple wavelength λ/h (with h
being the height of the swollen PNIPAm nanolines) as a

Figure 2. Effect of swelling strain and pattern geometry on the
observed rippling instability in PNIPAm nanolines. (a) Representative
scanning electron micrograph of rippling instability in swollen
PNIPAm nanolines of 250 nm line width, patterned at an exposure
dose of 300 μC/cm2and imaged in a dry state after immersion in water
at 10 °C followed by flash-drying using nitrogen. The line width at the
swollen free-edge is measured to be 650 nm. (b) The scanning
electron micrograph of deswollen PNIPAm nanolines similar to those
in (a) but after immersion in water at 40 °C and flash-dried using
nitrogen. Measured line width at the free-edge of PNIPAm nanolines
in (b) is 250 nm. (c) Atomic force micrograph of swollen PNIPAm
nanolines patterned with 250 nm line width at an exposure dose of 500
μC/cm2 and imaged in a dry state after flash-drying. Numbers
underneath each line in panel c indicate line length in micrometers.

Figure 2b even after deswelling contrary to that expected from
the schematic in Figure 1d. However, high grafting density near
the substrate interface is a necessary condition for edge rippling
and grafting density is proportional to exposure dose.
Consequently, nanolines patterned at low exposure doses
(<200 μC/cm2) readily detach from the substrate upon
swelling and undergo unconstrained lateral expansion whereas
those patterned at high exposure doses undergo edge-rippling.
None of the patterns considered for this study were detached
from the substrate upon swelling and the change in length was
largely limited to the free-edge of lines. The effect of pattern
geometry on the rippling instability is studied by patterning
isolated nanolines of systematically varying length in the range
250 nm to 15 μm. Figure 2c shows a representative atomic
force micrograph of fully swollen PNIPAm nanolines patterned
1518
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Figure 4. (a) Ripple wavelength and (b) ripple amplitude scaled relative to the swollen height plotted as a function of swelling strain for PNIPAm
nanolines of 250 nm line width patterned over a range of exposure doses given in the legend. (c) The dependence of ripple wavelength on ripple
amplitude through the swelling strain. The black dotted line in each panel is the best fit of data to the respective equations that describe the
respective scaling relations. Uncertainty in the buckling wavelength and amplitude was estimated to be at 5%.

function of swelling strain β > β* and find that the linear
relation λ/h = 4.86β−1/2 + 3.98 agrees with the scaling theory at
onset. In Figure 4b, we plot the scaled ripple amplitude δ/h as a
function of the swelling strain β > β* and find that the linear
relation δ/h = 2.43β1/2 − 0.42 also agrees with the scaling
theory beyond the onset of buckling, when inextensibility fixes
the amplitude of the ripples. The data collapse for all exposure
doses and initial lengths, l0, suggesting that the simple scaling
theory is sufficient to capture the essence of the phenomena.
From the scaling relationships, we can deduce a critical swelling
strain β* as the swelling strain corresponding to the intuitively
expected condition for the onset of the rippling instability, with
δ ≅ h/2.33 From the data of (δ/h) versus β shown in Figure 4a,
we compute the value of β* to be 14.33% for PNIPAm
nanolines of 250 nm line width. Assuming isotropic volume
change, β* = 14.33% corresponds to a volumetric swelling
degree of 49.5%. In contrast, wrinkling instability occurs in
supported PNIPAm thin films when the volume change
corresponding to the critical swelling strain approaches
100%.34 By extrapolation of data plotted in Figure 4a, one
also finds that the critical wavelength at the onset of rippling
instability is determined to be λ* (β* at 14.33%) ≈ 4.2 μm,

which agrees well with the largest wavelength measured at an l0
≈ 2.5 μm and patterned at an exposure dose of 250 μC/cm2. At
swelling strains far greater than the critical swelling strain, the
ripple wavelength reaches a plateau value, λ/h (β ≫ β*) = 3.98,
whereas the ripple amplitude continues to increase with
swelling strain. In Figure 4c, we plot the rippling wavelength
as a function of the amplitude scale and show that this is
consistent with the scaling law δ ∼ λβ1/2 outlined above and the
detailed calculations of Liang and Mahadevan.12
Conclusions. Our study shows that the rippling instability
due to the swelling of edge-supported PNIPAm nanolines
fabricated using e-beam lithography is influenced rather
strongly by the pattern geometry than the material properties
such as elastic modulus (see Supporting Information I). This
instability is different from other mechanical instabilities
observed in polymer thin films such as buckling. It is wellknown, for example, that the characteristic wavelength and
amplitude of buckling depend on the mechanical properties of
both the polymer thin film as well as the substrate supporting
it.2−4 Moreover, the scaling of ripple amplitude and ripple
wavelength with swelling strain is similar to that observed in
free-edges of leaves and suggests that the phenomenological
1519
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swollen shape. For each width, ten lines were drawn by
exposing each line to a different dose.
Nanostructure Characterization. The patterned polymer
nanolines after swelling were preserved by flash-drying and
were imaged in a dry state using a Digital Instruments
Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope equipped with
Nanoscope IV controller (Veeco Instruments). Lines with
250 nm width and various lengths were imaged at 100 nm
resolution to ensure rapid characterization. Lines that are 5 μm
long but with variable width were imaged at 25 nm resolution.
The resolution in both cases includes tip shape convolution,
which was measured from imaging a calibration sample. The
ripple wavelength, ripple amplitude, and the contour length of
the swollen lines were measured using ImageJ software on a
stylus-equipped tablet portable computer by tracing the
contours.

basis for rippling instability is the same at macro- and
nanoscale. The proposed scaling arguments reasonably describe
the observed phenomenology and obviate the use of more
involved computational methods that are necessary to simulate
swelling-induced rippling in polymer line gratings.
Perhaps a more surprising finding is that the minimum
change in volume necessary to induce rippling instability in
PNIPAm nanolines is only 50%. Most amorphous polymers
absorb as much as 30% solvent by volume depending on
solvent quality and temperature.35 Line gratings fabricated
using polymers with propensity for even modest solvent
absorption are thus likely susceptible to edge rippling. While
the present study is limited to a relatively elastic solid, the
critical swelling strain necessary for rippling of line gratings still
has implications for glassy photoresist polymers which undergo
swelling prior to dissolution in developer solvents.36 Edge
rippling could thus potentially contribute to line edge
roughness, a commonly encountered problem during semiconductor fabrication. Extending the universality of rippling to
commercially available photoresist patterns is a good next step
to establish the design rules dictating their mechanical stability.
Materials and Methods. General. Certain commercial
materials and equipment are identified in the paper in order to
adequately specify the experimental details. In no case does
such identification imply recommendation by the National
Institute of Standards Technology nor does it imply that the
material or equipment identified is necessarily the best available
for the purpose. In all figures, error bars represent one standard
deviation of the data and is taken as the uncertainty of the
measurement.
Nanofabrication. The polymer lines were nanopatterned
using direct-write electron-beam lithography following the
procedure described earlier.23 Briefly, a 200 mmol/L solution of
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) was synthesized in-house by freeradical redox polymerization at 20 °C. The solution was first
filtered using a 0.25 μm Teflon filter. Deionized water of 17.5
MΩ-cm was used in all experiments. PNIPAm films of dry
thickness of 170, 110, 75, 50, and 30 nm were prepared by spincoating the filtered aqueous solution on to a silicon wafer at
spin-speeds ranging from (2000−9000) rpm. The films were
vacuum-dried to remove any residual solvent and the film
thickness was measured at three different points using an alphastep 500 profilometer (Tencor Instruments) prior to e-beam
lithography. E-beam exposures were performed using the Raith
150 electron-beam writer at a 30 keV accelerator voltage and 40
pA current at the Center for Nanoscale Materials, Argonne
National Laboratory. The written features were developed by
immersing the samples in a water bath maintained at 10 °C for
two minutes. The nanopatterned hydrogels swollen in water
were flash-dried using a nitrogen gun to preserve the
morphology. To ensure reproducibility and to accurately
estimate the uncertainty in measurement, each pattern was
written in triplicate and developed simultaneously.
Design Criteria for Nanopatterning. Three different sets of
patterns were written in each film. The first set of patterns was
designed to address the effect of length on the uniaxial
compressive stress generated and comprised lines of variable
length but the same width (e.g., 250 nm) and height (e.g., 170
nm). A second set of patterns were designed to establish the
effect of line width on the mechanical stability of nanostructures and comprised lines that are 5 μm long but are 250, 100,
75, and 50 nm wide, respectively. The lines were designed to be
in isolation to minimize the effect of capillary forces on the
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